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YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re not dreaming - it really is this good. The Maldives is the world epicentre of tropical

luxury. Raise a cocktail-filled glass in your lavish over-water villa to this extraordinary patch of

paradise: picture-perfect coral atolls strewn across the cobalt-blue Indian Ocean. Stretch out on

blissful beaches in the fringed shade of coconut palms - go on, you deserve it. This bestselling

guide is your passport to the holiday of a lifetime. Choose Wisely Ã¢â‚¬â€œ our author gives you

the facts before you book your stay; the Choosing a Resort chapter and detailed listings compare all

the resorts. Submerge Ã¢â‚¬â€œ our Snorkelling, Diving & Surfing chapter gives you the when,

where and how on getting the best out of all the offshore pursuits. Know The Background Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

dedicated History and Culture chapters give you the picture behind the postcards. Jump The Fence

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ we give you the options on escaping your resort and meeting the locals.
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...for the adventurous traveler who wants to live like a native.' --Real Simple Magazine, June 2005

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travellers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large.   What We Do * We offer

travellers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the



special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our

guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for

those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of

travellers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travellers; not clouded by any other motive.   What We Believe We believe

that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

I'm looking at going to the Maldives sometime in 2010, and I'd love to know more about it before I

blindly book a ticket and plan on visiting without knowing more about what I'm getting myself

into.The book itself is fairly comprehensive with a lot of information on eco-friendly activities (this

seems to be a recent trend in travel books), along with comprehensive information about dive

sites.No doubt that the Maldives is one of the most expensive places in the world, and that you'll

need time to put away money to going there. When budget hotels start at around $250 a night, I

want a book that helps me figure out where and how I can get the most out of my money, and this

book helps give me a good foundation on what to expect when landing.

I read this book several times for an upcoming trip. I believe it is a very opinion orientated book

instead of actual facts. Half the book is very informative. Not sure if worth the price for such a small

book.

No substitute for Lonely Planet when you're wanting specifics about internal transportation, prices,

food, lodging, and sights. Exact details you can live by while you're there.

The Guide has a lot of information, but it is very weak about the photos, it does not have any picture

about the hotels.

I would of liked to see more on Mali the capital and the local customs
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